THE FIBONACCI POLYNOMIALS
The Fibonacci polynomials, defined by (1.1) F 0 (x) = 0, F t (x) = 1, F 2 (x) = x, can be verified quite easily by mathematical induction. Also, it is apparent that, when x = 1 , F (1) = F , the n Fibonacci number, and when x = 2, F (2) = P , the n Pell number. n n n n Further, when P a s c a l ' s triangle is written in left-justified form, the sums of the e l ements along the rising diagonals give r i s e to the Fibonacci numbers, and, in fact, those e l e - adds the coefficients of the k t e r m of F n (x) and the (k -1) t e r m of F Q (x), the n-x n-u a r r a y of coefficients formed has the same rule of formation as Pascal 1 s triangle when it is written in left-justified form, except that each column is moved one line lower, so that the coefficients formed a r e those elements that appear along the diagonals formed by beginning in the left-most column and preceding up one and right one throughout the left-justified Pascal triangle. Throughout this paper, this diagonal will be called the rising diagonal of such an a r r a y .
THE TRIBONACCI POLYNOMIALS
Define the Tribonacci polynomials by 
-
The Tribonacci polynomials a r e generated by the matrix Q 3 ,
A proof could be made by mathematical induction. That Q 3 has the given form for n = 1 is apparent by inspection of Q 3 , element-by-element. Expansion of the matrix product Q 3 = Q3Q3 gives the elements of Q 3 in the required form, making use of the recursion (2.1).
Notice that det Q 3 = l n = 1, analogous to the Fibonacci case. In fact, we can write an interesting determinant identity. Again using (2.1), we multiply row one of Q 3 by xwhich becomes an identity for Tribonacci numbers when x = 1.
THE QUADRANACCI POLYNOMIALS
The Quadranacci polynomials are defined by T* (x) = T* (x) = T*(x) = 0, T*(x) = 1,
The first few values a r e T* +4 (x) = x 3 T* + 3 (x) + x 2 T* + 2 (x) + xT* + 1 (x) + T*(x) .
Ti(x) = 1 
which is the required form for the general element of Q , completing the proof.
If we operate upon Q as before, we can again make a determinant identity. Repeat r , 0^r ^r r , k -l^r r , k
